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ABSTRACT

In this work, a hierarchical bin-based legalization approach,

HiBinLegalizer, is developed to legalize standard cells with

minimal movement. First, a chip is divided into several bins

with equal size. Then, starting with the most crowed unlegal-

ized bin, a merging procedure for bins is used to integrate bins

into a cross-shape region or a square-shape region until the

cell density in that region is less than a specific cell-density-

threshold. After that, an efficient legalization method which

simultaneously preserves the cell orders in each row and min-

imizes the weighted sum of movement distances is developed

to legalize cells in that region to limit the movable scope. To

improve the legalization quality, HiBinLegalizer refreshes the

positions of legalized cells during legalization. The legalizing

procedure is repeated until all cells are non-overlapped.

Compared with the state-of-the-art method, Abacus, HiBin-

Legalizer can reduce the total movement of cells to be 48% in

average and save the largest movement of cells to be 140% in

average. Moreover, HiBinLegalizer can reduce the HPWL by

47% and obtain average 1.11× runtime speed up.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the rapid increase of the number of standard cells in a cir-

cuit design, the placement task has become more difficult than

before, and a highly effective automatic placer is needed [1].

Typically, a placer consists of three stages for different con-

siderations: global placement, legalization, and detailed place-

ment. The aim of global placement is to generate a rough place-

ment solution which a few of cells might be overlapped and to

achieve essential targets such as wirelength minimization, rout-

ing congestion reduction and timing optimization. After that,

the global placement result is legalized. To maintain the crucial

characteristics of the global placement result such as the wire-

length and cell ordering, the movement of total cells should be

minimized so as to disturb the global placement as little as pos-

sible in legalization. Finally, the detailed placement further im-

proves the solution quality of legalized placement. This work

focuses on the legalization of standard-cell designs.

The purpose of legalizing a standard-cell design is to align

the cells overlap-free to the rows. Various approaches [2–10]

have been developed for legalizing standard-cell designs. The

single row optimization techniques [2,3] place the cells in each

row optimally by dynamic programming. [4] utilizes the ripple-

move approach to move a cell from a bin violating the bin-

capacity constraint to a bin fulfilling the bin-capacity constraint

along a monotone path determined by the wire-length gain val-

ues. [5] utilizes the dynamic-programming technique to legal-

ize the placement and maintain the horizontal order of cells.

The network flow technique has been employed in [6] to min-

imize the (weighted) sum of (squared) movements of cells by

minimizing the cost flow. The computational-geometry-based

method [7] stretches bin corners and interpolates cell locations

such that the resulting bin capacity fulfills the density con-

straints. After that, a Delaunay triangulation based spreading

method is utilized to remove cell overlap at finer grain. The

diffusion-based placement method [8] formulates the legaliza-

tion as a physical diffusion problem and discretely approxi-

mates the closed-form solution of diffusion problem.

Tetris [9] is a well-known method for legalizing the

placement with the ordering preserved constraint in the

x−coordinate and has been employed in several placers [11–

13]. Tetris [9] firstly, sorts the cells according to their x-

coordinate positions. Then, each cell is placed into row with

the lowest cost one by one in order from left to right. One

deficiency of Tetris pointed by Abacus [10] is that a cell is

fixed on its position after it has been legalized. This leads to a

large amount of cell movements. Abacus [10] uses a Tetris-like

method to performing legalization. It places a cell from row to

row until the location having the smallest movement is found.

However, as a cell is placed into a row, the legalized cells in that

row are re-placed by dynamic programming based technique to

minimize the total movement. In other words, Abacus [10] re-

locates legalized cells during the legalization procedure. By

this way, the disturbance of cells can be reduced.

In this work, a hierarchical bin-based legalizer, HiBinLegal-

izer is developed to legalize standard-cell designs with min-

imum disturbance under the ordering preserved constraint of

cells in the x−coordinate. In the beginning, a chip is divided

into several bins with equal size. Then, starting with the most

crowed unlegalized bin, a merging procedure for bins is uti-

lized to integrate bins into a cross-shape/square-shape region

until the cell density in that region is less than a specific cell-

density-threshold. After that, the cells in that region are re-

strictedly legalized in that region. By this way, the movable

scope of a cell is limited, and the movement of a cell can be

reduced. To improve the legalization quality, HiBinLegalizer

refreshes the positions of legalized cells during legalization. Fi-

nally, the above legalizing procedure is repeated until all cells
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are non-overlapped.

The main features of HiBinLegalizer are listed as follows.

1. Instead of searching the legalized place for a cell one by

one on the whole chip [9, 10], HiBinLegalizer limits the

search space in a restricted region so as to reduce the cell

movement and searching time.

2. HiBinLegalizer preserves the relative order of cells in the

x−coordinate for each row. Moreover, like [10], it re-

freshes the positions of legalized cells during legalization;

that is, this approach instantly maintains the best positions

for cells to reduce the movement.

3. To accurately estimate the movement, the weighted sum

of Manhattan distance movements of all cells is chosen

as the disturbance metric instead of the total weighted

quadratic movement of all cells [10]. Besides, to effi-

ciently locate the optimal position of cell via this met-

ric, a liner time solver, Weighted Sum of Distances Solver
(WSoDS), is developed by utilizing the median value con-

cept to get the optimal solution quickly.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II de-

tails the proposed legalization approach, HiBinLegalizer. After

that, the runtime complexity of HiBinLegalizer is analyzed in

section III. Finally, experimental results and conclusions are

given in section V and section IV, respectively.

II. HIBINLEGALIZER

HiBinLegalizer essentially consists of four components: Bin
Merged Procedure, Legalization Framework, LegCore, and

WSoDS. It is targeted on reducing the movement of all stan-

dard cells under the ordering preserved constraint of cells in

the x−coordinate.

Fig. 1 shows the flow chart of HiBinLegalizer. Given a

global placement, the placement region is divided into many

rectangular bins with equal size. The cell density in each bin,

the total area of standard cells in a bin over the total area of a

bin, is analyzed, and the bins are sorted into a processing or-

der according to descending cell densities. Then, in order to

restrict the movable scope of a cell for reducing the amount

of movement, starting with the most crowed unlegalized bin,

Bin Merged Procedure is utilized to integrate bins into a cross-

shape/square-shape region until the cell density in that region

is less than a specific cell-density-threshold.

After that, the cells in that region are restrictedly legalized

in that region by using Legalization Framework to place each

cell into the position of a row with the minimum weighted sum

of cell movements one by one. To put the matter simply, a

position-decision algorithm, Legalization Core (LegCore), is

developed and utilized to decide the optimal position for each

cell in Legalization Framework. Its kernel mainly includes

two algorithms–Collapse and Optimal Positions of Cells. The

calculation solver used in Collapse is WSoDS which uses the

median-value concept approach rather than linear program-

ming for speed up.

The above procedure is repeated until all bins are legalized.

Fig. 1. The flow chart of HiBinLegalizer.

Bin Merged Procedure
Input:

A chip design and global placement result

Output:
mregion with structure CSR or SSR for Legalization Framework

01 Choose one unlegalized bin b according to the sorted order.

02 mregion← b
03 while cell density of mregion exceeds cell-density-threshold

04 Integrate mregion and its neighbors to construct a CSR.

05 mregion← CSR

06 if cell density of mregion exceeds cell-density-threshold then
07 Integrate mregion and its corner bins to construct a SSR.

08 mregion← SSR

09 end
10 end

Fig. 2. Bin Merged Procedure.

A. Bin Merged Procedure

Before introducing the proposed Bin Merged Procedure, two

shapes of merged regions are defined as follows.

Def. 1 (Cross-Shape Region (CSR)) A region which is con-
structed by integrating bins with their neighbor bins (their up,
down, left, and right bins). This region is called as a cross-
shape region (CSR) since its shape is like a cross.

Def. 2 (Square-Shape Region (SSR)) A region which is con-
structed by integrating a CSR with its corner bins (its left-top,
right-top, left-bottom, and right-bottom bins). This region is
called as a square-shape region since its shape is like a square.

The Bin Merged Procedure is described in Fig. 2. The unle-

galized bins are processed one by one according to the sorted

order. For each processed bin, it is integrated with its neigh-

bor bins to construct a CSR. If the cell density of that CSR is

less than the cell-density-threshold, the procedure outputs the

CSR to Legalization Framework for legalization. Otherwise,

this CSR is integrated with its corner bins to construct a SSR.

Similarly, if the cell density of that SSR is less than the cell-

density-threshold, the procedure feeds the SSR to Legalization
Framework for legalization. Otherwise, the above procedure

is repeated until the cell density of the region where the cell

belongs is less than the cell-density-threshold.
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Legalization Framework
Input:

Positions of cells before legalization in a CSR/SSR

Output:
Positions of cells after legalization in a CSR/SSR

01 Sort the cells into a processing order ascendantly

according to their x-coordinate positions.

02 for each cell i in the sort order do
03 cbest←∞
04 pointer← the nearest row of cell i
05 for each row r around the pointer do
06 Insert cell i into row r
07 LegCore r (trial)
08 Determine cost c
09 if c < cbest then cbest ← c, rbest ← r.

10 Remove cell i from row r
11 end
12 Insert cell i into row rbest
13 LegCore rbest (real)
14 end

Fig. 3. Legalization Framework.

By utilizing the proposed Bin Merged Procedure for legal-

ization, the movable scope of a cell is limited in CSR/SSR

which can reduce the cell movement efficiently, and the chip

is legalized region by region which can reduce the complexity

and save the runtime.

B. Legalization Framework

After obtaining a feasible CSR/SSR, Legalization Frame-
work shown in Fig. 3 is performed to search a candidate posi-

tion for each cell in the CSR/SSR. First, the cells are sorted into

a processing order ascendantly according to their x-coordinate

positions. Then, these cells are legalized one by one. By ex-

ecuting Lines 5-11, each cell i is moved over all rows in the

CSR/SSR to find a lowest cost row in the trial mode.1 The can-

didate position of a cell in a row is determined by LegCore de-

scribed in the next subsection, and the cost is the total weighted

Manhattan distance movement of all cells in this row between

their global placement positions and their legalization positions

in this row. In the trial mode, cells through LegCore are not re-

ally moved to the calculated positions; nevertheless, they are

temporarily moved for getting the cost. Consequently, the best

row needs to be legalized again, and cells through LegCore in

Line 13 are actually moved to their final legal positions.

C. Legalization Core (LegCore)

The notations used in the rest of this work are summarized

in TABLE I.

The algorithm of LegCore shown in Fig. 4 is employed to

solve the overlap among cells and determine the optimal posi-

tions of cells in a row r. In the beginning, a new cluster clastr

1Like Abacus [10], it does not need search all rows in the CSR/SSR to

find the lowest cost position. Legalization Framework first searches the nearest

row of cell i. Then, it searches the row which is above/below this row. If

the vertical move distance of cell i is bigger than the minimal cost which has

been found, then the searching procedure along this direction is stopped. By

this way, Legalization Framework only needs to search a few of rows, and the

search time can be saved.

x(i), y(i): left-bottom corner position of i-th cell in global placement

x′(i), y′(i): left-bottom corner position of i-th cell in legalization

w(i): width of i-th cell

e(i): weight of i-th cell

Nr : total number of ordered standard cells in row r
N i

c : total number of ordered standard cells in i-th cluster

cir : i-th cluster in row r
xc(i): optimal x-coordinate of left-bottom corner of i-th cluster

wc(i): width of i-th cluster

xmin
r : starting x-coordinate of row r

xmax
r : ending x-coordinate of row r

Bmin: left boundary of a CSR/SSR in x-direction

Bmax: right boundary of a CSR/SSR in x-direction

TABLE I

NOTATION USED IN THIS WORK.

which is the last cluster of row r is constructed, and a new in-

serted cell i is put into cluster clastr . The temporarily optimal

x-coordinate and width of cluster clastr are the same as those of

cell i. Note that, a cluster can contain lots of cells.

If cluster clastr is overlapped with its predecessor cluster c′,
the clusters c′ and clastr are merged into a cluster. Then, the al-

gorithm of Collapse is recursively executed to calculate the op-

timal position of this merged cluster until all clusters are non-

overlapped. After that, The algorithm of Optimal Positions of
Cells is performed to calculate the optimal positions of all cells

in the last cluster of row r. Finally, the cost can be determined.

Like [10], LegCore refreshes the positions of legalized cells

during legalization; that is, it instantly maintains the best po-

sitions for cells to reduce the movement. Furthermore, since

the Legalization Framework processes the cells according to

ascending x-coordinate positions. The relative cell orders are

preserved in the legal placement.

Algorithm: Legalization Core (LegCore)
Input:

Cell i in a CSR/SSR

Output:
Cells (including cell i) with optimal positions in row r

01 Create a new cluster clastr , and it is the last cluster of row r
02 Cell i is stored in clastr & xc(clastr )← x(i), wc(clastr )← w(i)
03 c′ ← Predecessor of clastr

04 if c′ exists and xc(c′) + wc(c′) ≥ xc(clastr ) then
05 wc(c′)← wc(c′) + wc(clastr )
06 Store all cells from cluster clastr into cluster c′
07 Remove cluster clastr

08 clastr ← c′
09 Collapse (clastr )
10 end
11 Optimal Positions of Cells()

12 Cost Function()

∗ A “cluster” is a set of legalized cells put side by side

or a set of overlapped cells.

Fig. 4. Algorithm of Legalization Core (LegCore).

C.1 Collapse

The algorithm of Collapse is described in Fig. 5. The optimal

position of cluster clastr , the first cell position of cluster clastr

in the x-direction, is obtained by Lines 1-4, and its detail is

described in section D. After the optimal position of cluster
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clastr is obtained, the position is checked whether it is in the

scope of row r or not from Lines 5-6. The x-coordinate of left-

bottom corner xc(c
last
r ) of cluster clastr must not be less than

xmin
r and Bmin, and the x-coordinate of right-bottom corner

xc(c
last
r ) +wc(c

last
r ) must not be larger than xmax

r and Bmax.

If the new position of cluster is overlapped with its predecessor

cluster, the width and the cells of the cluster are added to the

predecessor cluster for merging. After that, Collapse is recur-

sively called to legalize between them until all clusters in row

r are non-overlapped.

Remark: To save the runtime, Collapse also stops as the to-

tal movement of cells along y-direction in that cluster is larger

than the minimal cost which has been found.

Algorithm: Collapse
Input:

The cluster clastr of row r and its i cells

Output:
Non-overlapped clusters

01 Calculate Δxj = x(j)−
j−1∑

k=1
w(k) for each cell j in clastr

02 Sort the sequence {Δxj}ij=1 to be {Δx′
j}ij=1 by insertion sort

or merging sort

03 Obtain Q1/2({Δx′
j}ij=1

) by (9)

04 xc(clastr )← Q1/2({Δx′
j}ij=1

)

\\Limit xc(clastr ) position between xmin
r & xmax

r − wc(clastr ),
and between Bmin & Bmax − wc(clastr ).

05 if xc(clastr ) < max(xmin
r , Bmin) then

xc(clastr )← max(xmin
r , Bmin)

06 if xc(clastr ) + wc(clastr ) > min(xmax
r , Bmax) then

xc(clastr )← min(xmax
r , Bmax)− wc(clastr )

09 c′ ← Predecessor of clastr

\\Do c′ and clastr overlap with each other?

10 if c′ exists and xc(c′) + wc(c′) > xc(clastr ) then
11 wc(c′)← wc(c′) + wc(clastr )
12 Store all cells in cluster clastr into cluster c′
13 Remove cluster clastr

14 clastr ← c′
15 Collapse (clastr )
16 end

Fig. 5. Algorithm of Collapse.

C.2 Optimal Positions of Cells

After all overlaps are solved among the clusters in row r, the

positions of cells in cluster clastr can be easily determined by

the algorithm of Optimal Positions of Cells shown in Fig. 6.

Algorithm: Optimal Positions of Cells
Input:

The last cluster clastr of row r and its N
clast
r

c cells

Output:

Optimal positions x′(1), x′(2), · · · , x′(Nclast
r

c ) of sorted cells in clastr

1 x′(1)← xc(clastr )

2 for cell i = 2, · · · , Nclast
r

c do
3 x′(i) = x′(i− 1) + w(i− 1)
4 end

Fig. 6. Algorithm of Optimal Positions of Cells.

The position of the first cell is determined by the position of

cluster clastr , and the position of each rest cell can be calculated

by Line 3 because it is abutted with its previous cell.

The main difference of calculated optimal positions between

HiBinLegalizer and Abacus [10] is that the developed WSoDS
minimizes the amount of total weighted Manhattan distance

movements of all cells. Because of the median value concept
manipulated by WSoDS described in section D, lots of con-

straints are not solved necessarily. Hence, they can be effi-

ciently calculated.

C.3 Cost Function

As a new cell is inserted and placed in row r, the Cost Func-
tion() calculates the cost. The cost is defined as the weighted

sum of Manhattan distance movements of all affected cells.

The cost of each affected cell includes the differences in x-

coordinates and y-coordinates between its global placement

position and its legalized position.

D. The Optimal Position for Clusters by Weighted Sum of Dis-

tances Solver (WSoDS)

Given Nr ordered cells being consecutively overlapped

along x-direction in a cluster, indexed from 1 to Nr, x(l) and

y(l) are the left-bottom corner x- and y-coordinates of cell l in

the global placement, respectively, and w(l) is the width of cell

l.
Before legalization, two consecutive cells l − 1 and l are

overlapped; hence,

x(l)− x(l − 1) ≤ w(l − 1). (1)

The disturbance of these Nr cells after legalization is the

weighted sum of Manhattan distance movements of all cells

Nr∑

l=1

e(l) (|x′(l)− x(l)|+ |y′(l)− y(l)|) . (2)

Here, x′(l) and y′(l) are the x- and y-coordinate positions of

the l-th cell after legalization, respectively, and each e(l) is a

positive weight.

The optimizing problem is to minimize the disturbance as

cells are aligned overlap-free to a cluster with preserving the

original ordering along x-direction given
∑Nr

l=1 e(l)|y′(l) −
y(l)| (The y-coordinate position of each cell is fixed.). The

optimizing problem can be written as

min

Nr∑

l=1

e(l)|x′(l)− x(l)|

s.t. x′(l)− x′(l − 1) ≥ w(l − 1); 2 ≤ l ≤ Nr.

(3)

Each constraint of (3) satisfies the rule in legalization of no

overlapping among cells. Moreover, the constraint preserves

the order of cells, i.e., the relative order of cells along x-

direction in the legal placement is the same as the global place-

ment.

To solve the optimal problem (3) with (1), let’s introduce a

key theorem as follows firstly.
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Theorem II.1 Given Nr ordered cells being consecutively
overlapped in a cluster, indexed from 1 to Nr, with the ordering
preserved constraint, a positive weight e(l) for each cell l and
a real number p > 0, the optimal solution for minimizing the
following cost function

Nr∑

l=1

e(l) |x′(l)− x(l)|p (4)

must satisfy

x′(l)− x′(l − 1) = w(l − 1) l = 2, · · · , Nr.

Here, x(l) and x′(l) are the left-bottom corner x-coordinates
of cell l in the global placement and in the legalization result,
respectively.

Proof: For the sake of brevity, the proof is omitted.

According to Theorem II.1, the objective function shown in

(3) is a special case of (4) with p = 1, and the constraint in (3)

can be simplified to

x′(l)− x′(l − 1) = w(l − 1); l = 2, · · · , Nr. (5)

After several manipulations, (5) can be rewritten as

x′(l) = x′(1) +
l−1∑

j=1

w(j); l = 2, · · · , Nr. (6)

Substituting (6) into the objective of (3), we have

min

Nr∑

l=1

e(l)|x′(l)− x(l)| = min

Nr∑

l=1

e(l)|r(l))|. (7)

Here, |rl| = |x′(1) +
∑l−1

j=1 w(j)− x(l)| which is the move-

ment of cell l, and the minimization problem (7) only has a

single variable x′(1).
After solving (7), the optimal position of cell 1 can be ob-

tained, and the optimal position of each cell l according to (6)

can be obtained by utilizing the algorithm of Optimal Positions
of Cells shown in Fig. 6. Note that the cells are abutting in

the cluster and there is no free space between them in the legal

placement.

Before building the WSoDS for solving (7), let’s introduce

another key theorem that the median minimizes the weighted
sum of the absolute deviations as follows.

Theorem II.2 Given a discrete random variable X, E(|X −
α|) is minimized by choosing α as the median of X.

Proof: Please see p.341 in [14] for the detail.

According to Theorem II.2, the WSoDS for solving (7) can

be developed as follows.

Firstly, |rl| can be rewritten as follows.

|rl| = |x′(1)−Δxl| , (8)

where Δxl = x(l)−
l−1∑
j=1

w(j) for each cell l.

The sequence {Δxl}Nr

l=1 is sorted to {Δx′
l}Nr

l=1 with the re-

lated sorted weight sequence {e′(l)}Nr

l=1. After that, a dis-

crete random variable X can be constructed by setting P (X =

Δx′
l) = e′(l)/W for l = 1 ∼ Nr with W =

∑Nr

l=1 e
′(l).

Finally, utilizing Theorem II.2, x′(1) is chosen to be the me-
dian of X for minimizing E(|x′(1)−X|). Similarly, this x′(1)
also minimizes

∑Nr

l=1 e(l)|r(l)|, and (7) is solved. The median

Q 1
2
({Δx′

l}Nr

l=1) can be got as

Q 1
2
({Δx′

l}Nr

l=1) = Δx′
m, (9)

where
∑m−1

l=1 e′(l) ≤ W/2 and
∑m

l=1 e
′(l) ≥ W/2.

III. RUNTIME COMPLEXITY OF HIBINLEGALIZER

Given a global placement result with N cells and M origi-

nal rows, the chip is divided into Mb = Mx × My bins with

(Mx−1) and (My−1) cut-lines in x-direction and y-direction,

respectively. With the assumption of Mx = My =
√
Mb, the

number of rows is extended to be M × √
Mb. Assume that

there is Nr ≈ N/(M
√
Mb) cells in each one of these rows in

average. The complexity of HiBinLegalizer can be reasonably

approximated to be

O(N2/Mb). (10)

For the sake of brevity, the derived procedure of (10) is omitted.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

HiBinLegalizer has been implemented in C++ program-

ming language on a Intel Xeon 5160 3GHz workstation with

32GB memory. The proposed legalization approach is com-

pared with Abacus [10] which achieved the best published re-

sults. Both Abacus and HiBinLegalizer have the same goal–

simultaneously legalizing standard cells and preserving the rel-

ative cell orders of the global placement in x-direction. The

experimental results shown in TABLE II are obtained by uti-

lizing HiBinLegalizer and Abacus to legalize the global place-

ments constructed by NTUPlace3 [13] on 2005 International

Symposium on Physical Design (ISPD’05) placement contest

benchmark suites [15]2.

The cell-density-threshold of HiBinLegalizer is set to 0.97
rather than 1 to relieve the legalization load for each merged

region (CSR/SSR). The weight e(i) of each cell i is set to 1 for

both HiBinLegalizer and Abacus. Given the row height hr and

the chip width hc, in our experience, the height and width of

one bin are chosen as

hb = hr

√
Nrow, (11)

wb = 0.1wc, (12)

where hb is the height of a bin, wb is the width of a bin, and

Nrow is the total number of rows of a chip.

In TABLE II, “Chip Width” and “Chip Height” are the width

and height of the chip, respectively, “#Total Objects” is the total

2One test case “bigblue3” in the benchmark has some movable cells which

are not standard cells; therefore, this test case is not included.
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2005 ISPD Placement Contest and Benchmark HiBinLegalizer Abacus

Chip Chip #Total #Mov. Total Average Max. HPWL Time Total Average Max. HPWL Time
Circuit Width Height Objects Objects Mov. Mov. Mov. (s) Mov. Mov. Mov. (s)

(×e6) (×e2) (×e6) (×e6) (×e2) (×e6)

adaptec1 10692 10680 211447 210904 11.07 0.29 28.10 73.19 10.4 16.80 0.45 86.45 85.61 28.6

adaptec2 14054 14040 255023 254457 28.86 0.85 73.38 89.91 11.1 28.06 0.83 134.46 100.20 33.4

adaptec3 23190 23328 451650 450927 181.48 2.60 110.08 324.52 92.4 355.13 5.08 212.53 696.96 42.9

adaptec4 23190 23328 496045 494716 55.23 0.73 69.18 211.49 45.5 120.07 1.59 218.07 358.11 79.8

bigblue1 10692 10680 278164 277604 18.70 0.44 52.39 88.49 20.8 16.96 0.40 71.60 90.76 70.1

bigblue2 18690 18792 557866 534782 34.55 0.42 37.12 150.78 43.6 56.28 0.68 127.41 202.90 93.7

bigblue4 32190 32328 2177353 2169183 866.74 3.01 145.01 1442.08 789.4 998.14 3.47 288.91 2610.36 1019.5

Average 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.48 1.48 2.40 1.47 2.11

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF HIBINLEGALIZER AND ABACUS [10]

number of objects which consists of movable standard cells and

fixed macros in the chip, “#Mov. Objects” is the total number

of movable standard cells, “Total Mov.” gives the total move-

ment of movable cells after legalization, “Average Mov.” re-

ports the average movement of a cell normalized by the aver-

age cell dimension of the test circuit, “Max. Mov.” shows the

maximum movement of total movable standard cells, “HPWL”

gives the total half-perimeter wirelength, and “Time” reports

the runtime of Abacus and HiBinLegalizer.

TABLE II demonstrates that HiBinLegalizer can legalize the

global placement fast and effectively. Compared with the state-

of-the-art method, Abacus, HiBinLegalizer can reduce the total

and average movement of cells to be 48% and save the largest

movement of cells to be 140% in average. According to the

results of “HPWL”, HiBinLegalizer can also save the total half-

perimeter wirelength 47% in average. Therefore, the results

reveal that the structure of CSR/SSR can effectively limit the

movable scope of cells.

Moreover, HiBinLegalizer can obtain 1.11× runtime speed

up in average. Hence, the results confirm that the structure of

CSR/SSR can reduce the complexity effectively, and the opti-

mal positions of cells can be efficiently found with the help of

WSoDS.

V. CONCLUSION

A hierarchical bin-based legalization method, HiBinLegal-

izer, which minimizes the total movement of cells for mini-

mal disturbance in placement legalization stage, has been de-

veloped for standard cell circuits. The theoretical analysis and

experimental results have verified and demonstrated its effec-

tiveness and efficiency. In the future, HiBinLegalizer is going

to be extended to legalize both standard cells and macros.
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